




First man risked it all with a small step in the great unknown. To the moon & the glory of our 
species. Long live the brave.



Moon mission, a decade of preparation, will be launching soon and deployed on the most advanced 
technology available to humanity to this day. Crypto and NFTs. Be part of this epic journey into the great 
unknown. The mission: Land on the moon and gain glory. Yet who knows what awaits us? Just like 
journeying into the cryptospace, this is uncharted territory and no one knows what’s ahead of us… Only  
the brave… Only.

First man is the OG of modern space travel since the technology was rediscovered and reappropriated. 
As a young balsy prodigee in bio-tech, he pioneered in his teens what is now known as “TFF” short for As a young balsy prodigee in bio-tech, he pioneered in his teens what is now known as “TFF” short for 
“Terrarium Force Field”, which was used in the “Life” NFT and will serve as the foundational technology in 
foresting the moon around the lunar base of Lunaria and beyond. This tech basically creates the perfect 
atmospheric and ground conditions necessary for biological life to thrive.

After leading successful careers and businesses, advancing the field of scientific innovation, scouting the 
world’s most epic festivals, and a world championship title in F1, this maverick’s next contribution to 
humanity will be to risk his life and step into the great unknown.humanity will be to risk his life and step into the great unknown. The Moon is a virgin land, and the glory 
will be the colony, imagine running in fields of sunflowers, or picking fruits along a crater hike while looking 
up at our blue home, buckle your seatbelts.

His shuttle carries BUNs. Essential agent in the extraction process of LTT.












